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Non-technical Summa!)!

An archaeological evaluation was lllldertakenfor John German Chartered Sun'eyors prior

to the extension of Scrooby Top Quany, Nottinghamshire by Rotherham Sand and Gravel

Ltd livo trenches were opened, one in the area ofan enclosure and one overfield ditches

identified from air photographs. The ditches were located, excavated and were found to

contain Romano-British patte!)'. The enclosure ditches had been mlllcated through

ploughing but were visible, The field ditches were better preserved and one showed an

ul/l/sual construction Finds were well preserved and significant quantities were recovered

The work to date suggests that the site has potential to allow a greater understanding of the

brickwork pattern field syszems ofnorth Nottinghamshire.

Checked by Proiect Officer Passed for submission to client

~k~ Date \(,f\!t'l'f -;:Jj.lJ'--.f J:r~~ Date I~/Ifr t--•
James/SymondsDr. Glyn Davies

Project Officer Executive Director
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Planning consent has been obtained by Rotherham Sand and Gravel for a 2.5 ha. extension to

Scrooby Top Quarry. A condition placed upon the consent requires archaeological

evaluation and mitigation to be undertaken, for which Nottinghamshire County Heritage

Team issued a brief ARCUS where commissioned by Rotherham Sand and Gravel's agents,

John German Partnership, to undertake the evaluation work. Stage I Archaeological

Evaluation comprised a desk-based assessment, geophysical survey and a walkover survey,

(Davies 1996). Based on the results of this report further work was deemed necessary and a

Project Design for trial trenching was produced, Appendix 1. This report describes the

results of the trial trenching program.

The excavations were supervised by the Project Officer Dr. Glyn Davies and co-ordinated by

the Project Manager James Symonds B.A. The excavation team of Stephen Forbes M.A.,

Andrew Lines B.A., Stephanie Harrison B.A., Graham Robbins B.A., and Colin Merrony

M.A. was on site between 5th and 9th August 1996. Since these excavations left some

questions unanswered further investigations were undertaken by Colin Merrony M.A.,

Graham Robbins B.A., Julie Dilcock and Cathryn Bardsley over the 26th to 28th August

1996.

2.0 LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY

Scrooby Top Quarry is located to the west of the A638 between Bawtry and Ranskill, SK

6510 8900, llIustration 1. The area of intended quarry extension lies in a field between the

present quarry and the A638. The field is at present use for arable farming.

The quarry and its proposed extension lie on glacial sand and gravels, see British Geological

Survey map sheet 1001 for Solid and Drift Geology, lIlustration 2.

3.0 KNOWN ARCHAEOLOGY

The original Evaluation Report, (Davies 1996), identified a series of cropmarks with in the

area of quarry extension. These were identified by air photography and their location and

form was confirmed by geophysical survey, mustration 3. The main feature is a sub

rectangular enclosure, with an entrance on its eastern side. A series of field ditches were

also identified. These features are components within a large brickwork pattern field system

that stretches to the north and west of the area under consideration.
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4.0 METHODOLOGY

A JCB with an appropriate toothless ditching bucket was employed to remove topsoil. Earth

moving activities were strictly monitored at all times by a professional archaeologist.

Machining ceased at the top of the first archaeological horizon, or natural subsoil, if no

archaeological remains were discovered. Trenches were thoroughly cleaned by hand using a

combinatiuon of shovel scraping and trowling. Sections were cut across linear features and

these were drawn. Emphasis was placed upon gathering data from uncontaminated primary

deposits. Features were drawn, photographed, and described on proforma cards. Colour

transparencies and colour print photographs were taken before and after excavation and a final

trench plan drawn.

Areas which did not contain any archaeological deposits were photographed and recorded as

being archaeologically sterile.

All artefactual material was collected and the location recorded on a 2m grid. All finds were

cleaned, marked, catalogued and packed in materials suitable for long term storage.

4.1 Trench 1

The aim of the trenching as described in the project design was to examine the ditches of the

enclosure particularly the termini. For this purpose a large trench 19m by 16m (Trench 1)

was opened up with the intention to then sample excavate those features that could be

identified (see llIustration 4 for location). Plough soil had been removed (O.30m deep) and

the whole area shovel scraped (llIustration lOa). Soil conditions during excavation were

very dry as a consequence of which archaeological features were not visible in plan. A box

section was cut by JCB across the northern edge of Trench I. This went down a further

O.2m over the entire length, and was one bucket width wide (l7m llIustration lOb).

In light of the difficulties encountered in identifYing features in Trench 1 a change of

strategy was required. This concentrated on extending the box section, started by JCB,

down further in Trench I. At the same time a further box section was started along the

southern side of Trench 1, this was taken down fairly carefully with the ground being

watered intermittently in the hope that damper ground conditions would help in identifYing

features. Finds were collected and recorded to within 2m boxes to give some control to

their recovery since it was impossible at this stage to locate them within features.
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.t2 Trench 2

While continuing work in Trench 1 a further trench, Trench 2, was opened up (lliustration

17a). This was located to cut across the field boundary that was identified by the

geophysical survey. Along the southern edge of the field a strip of barley was not yet

harvested and the cropmark from the field ditch was clearly visible at ground leveL It was

hoped that this small trench 6.5m by 1m would act as a control for the main trench. This

would allow observation of the soil conditions when it was known excavations were exactly

over a ditch which was still producing a substantial difference in crop growth.

Because soil conditions in Trenches 1 and 2 were different, the excavation of Trench 2 did

not aid the understanding of the soils in Trench 1 as had been hoped.

5.0 RESULTS

5.1 Trench 1

As was stated 10 Chapter 4.0 soil conditions in Trench 1 made the identification of

archaeological features difficult. Over most of Trench 1 no archaeological features could be

observed (Illustration 5 and lOa) though artifacts were recovered. A loose brown sandy

plough soil, 1001, covered the whole of Trench 1 to a depth ofabout 0.25m to 0.30m. This

contained a significant gravel component of up to 10%. Below the plough soil was a more

compact pale yellow brown sandy sub soil, 1002, which contained less gravel (around 5%)

Illustration 7. 1002 varied in depth but was up to 0.20m deep. Below these layers there

were different natural deposits underlying the trench in the western and eastern halves. In

the western half the base deposit was a mottled yellow brown glacial sand, 1003, while in the

eastern half a loose yellow sand was encountered, 1004. The loose yellow sand, 1004,

looked as though it was degraded Bunter sandstone (paul Scholey pers.comm.). The

boundary between 1002 and 1004 was much better defined than that between 1002 and

1003. The main differences between 1002 and 1003 are in the numbers of inclusions with

the deposits, 1002 containing greater quantities of gravel, the matrix of the layers consisting

of the same glacial sands. All of these layers showed evidence of extensive animal and root

activity in the form of numerous burrows and holes containing loose material, many of the

root holes in 1003 and 1004 contained material not dissimilar in appearance to 1002.

In the box section cut along the northern edge of the trench llIustration lOb, a series of

deposits were encountered of an archaeological nature, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1009 and 1010,

llIustration IOc. These were interpreted as fill deposits within a feature the edges of which
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were difficult to define except at depth. These deposits were located in the centre of the

trench running approximately north south, this meant they coincided with the meeting of the

two natural sand deposits 1003 and 1004. 1007 was a loose pale brown sand while 1005,

1006, 1009 and 1010 were charcoal rich lenses within this deposit, lllustration lOe. It

would appear that these deposits were fills within the enclosure ditch. It was not until the

ditch had been dug down to a depth of around 1.2m that an edge could be clearly identified.

This could then be followed up higher in the section, lllustration 7. The cut for this ditch,

1008, though not clearly identified higher up would appear to suggest a ditch of up to Sm in

width. The depth of the ditch, at its maximum, is up to 1.8m from the present land surface

(lliustration 7). The ditches cuts across the trench at a greater angle than had been first

expected, based on the results of the geophysical survey. The section on the south side of

the box section (lllustration 8) had a simple u-shaped profile, while the profile on the north

side of the box section (Illustration 7) and the plan of the ditch (lliustration 6) suggest a

comer in the ditch. But closer examination of the geophysical survey plot (Illustration 3)

shows that the trench edge lies at a point on the ditch where there may be a kink. This may

result from the plotting technique which can have the effect of smoothing lines and

straightening them. This could have resulted in a squaring off the enclosure, which in reality

has a more rounded shape than appears on the plot.

The plan of the ditch, Illustration 6, showed that the bottom of the ditch had a slight ridge

running along part of its length. This could have resulted from either recutting or water

flowing along the ditch. Since no difference could be seen in the fill of the ditch it is

impossible to be certain as to the origin of this ridge but considering the ease with which the

soils on the site drain it appears unlikely that there was ever much water flowing in the ditch,

suggesting that the ridge is the remains of recutting.

1002 the subsoil layer overlay the ditch fill 1007. It would appear from this that the

development of subsoil 1002 has taken place post the abandonment of the site. This

probably relates to agricultural practices, which, over the years, have resulted in the

development of the ploughsoil 1001. It should be noted that the differences between 1002

and 1007 are not great and no clear boundary exists between them. Due to the difficulty of

identifying the fills and cuts of the ditch, many of the finds from the higher up in the fill of

the ditch were originally recorded as coming from 1003 rather than 1007.

Following the identification of the ditch edges and fills at the base of the box section, the

area adjacent and south of the ditches location in the box section was taken down a further

O.3m, giving a total depth of excavation in this area of O.6m. Despite having identified the
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ditch and ascel1ained the nature of the deposits within, it was still not possible to identity the

edges of the ditch at this depth (Illustration 6 and 10d).

Prehistoric finds

There was one piece of flint recovered from Trench 1. This was a small flakelblade of

unknown date recovered from top of 1004 the degraded Bunter sandstone. No

interpretation can be attempted on the basis of an isolated find of this nature.

Roman finds

All the Roman anifacts recovered from Trench 1 were sherds of pottery. 35 pieces were

recovered in all. Five sherds came from 1002, and 30 from 1003. No pottery was recovered

from 1004. The majority of the pottery was recovered from the box section along the

northern edge of Trench 1, and more specifically in the area of the ditch, cut 1008.

lllustration 9 shows the distribution of Roman Pottery within the box section of Trench 1.

As can be seen there is a clear concentration of pottery in the area of the ditch and there was

a higher concentration of finds inside than outside the enclosure. Illustrations 11 and 12

show some ofthe dateable Roman pottery (Appendix 4). The Roman pottery deriving from

the ditch was found in the upper fill at a depth at which the ditch could not be clearly defined

(between 0.6m and l.Om below ground surface). No datable finds were recovered from the

bottom of the ditch; two pieces of daub and one small eroded body sherd were the only finds

from the base of the ditch. The finds in the upper fill do not date the use of the ditch

accurately but suggest an abandonment date in the 2nd century or later. Most of the pottery

can only be dated as 2nd to 4th century Greywares (Appendix 4) this leaves the possibility

that the infilling of the ditch occurred any date in this period.

One piece of Samian was recovered from inside the enclosure, this appears to be central

Gaulish of a mid 2nd century date. This is the only obvious long distance pottery import,

having originated in France. This piece is highly abraded and has suffered considerable

damage.

Post medieval alld modem finds

A total of 44 al1ifacts were recovered that could be dated as post medieval or later. Ceramic

building materials, i.e. brick and tile were the most common of these numbering 24 pieces in

total. Pottery made up almost all the rest of the finds, 19 pieces, while there was one piece

of clay pipe stem. All but one of these finds came from contexts 1001 and 1002, the one

exception was a small sherd of pottery that was recovered from 1003.
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5.2 Trench 2

Although only a small trench, Trench 2 contained the intersection of two ditches one

oriented north south, cuts 2006,2007 and 2014, and one oriented east west, cuts 2008 and

2012. The east west ditch running in from the western end of the trench and terminating at

the intersection (llIustration 13).

The ploughsoil, 2001, in Trench 2 was a loose grey brown gravely sand. This was similar to

the plough soil within Trench 1. Beneath the plough soil the sequence in Trench 2,

(Illustration 14) was very different to that in Trench 1. Beneath the plough soil in the

western end and the central section of the trench was a brown gravelly sand, 2002, while in

the eastern end of the trench was loose gravel, 2004. Underlying 2002 in the western end of

the trench was a loose gravel, 2005, very similar to 2004. It would appear that 2004 and

2005 are in fact the same deposit but it has been cut through by the north south running

ditch. Over the whole of the trench the base deposit was a loose orange sand 2015.

The north south running ditch had a complex profile as can be seen in TIlustration 14.

Approximately 32m wide at its maximum, it had a shallow profile with a depth of O.Sm

surviving. The cut on the eastern side, 2006, is irregular but flat, whereas the cut on the

western side, 2007, is concave. It has a flat bottom of almost l.Sm width. Cut into the

bottom of the ditch is a slot 0.3m width and O.Sm deep, cut 2014. The eastern side of this

slot was almost vertical while the western side was more sloped, llIustration 17b. There

was a step down in the slot as it entered the southern arm of the north south ditch, cut 2016,

Illustration 16a. Both levels of the slot have almost vertical side and flat bottoms. Whether

the slot and the shallow ditch are contemporary or whether one or other is earlier can not be

distinguished from the available evidence. The fill of the ditch was a compact brown gravel

sand, the fill was uniform throughout and no changes or boundaries could be distinguished

within it except for a small spread on the western side of the ditch lying on cut 2007. This

spread, 2011, was a compact pale multicoloured spread of compact sandy soil. This was

quite different to the rest of the fill for the ditch and appeared to have been dumped here.

Despite homogeneity between upper and lower fills the shallow section of the ditch was

given a different context number, 2003, to the lower fill of the slot, 2013. This was done to

allow control of any finds that were recovered from the ditch fill.

The ditch was cut down into the natural sand 2015, which was very loose and slumped as

soon as it was exposed on the edges of cuts. This combined with the uniformity of the fill of

the ditch did not allow the sequence in which the cuts were made to be identitied. This

means it is unclear whether the ditch including the slot were all cut at once, or whether they

were cut at different times Considering the crumbly nature of the sand 2015 and the shape
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of the slot, 2014/2016, it would appear that it must have contained something or it would

have collapsed in on itself very rapidly. The most likely explanation is that it contained

wooden posts for a palisade. An alternative interpretation would be that a series of beams

were running along the slot. In the south facing section (Illustration 14) the western edge

of the slot 2014 is more angled than the eastern. TIns shape of feature is often interpreted as

evidence for the raising of posts within a slot. It would appear more likely that the slot is for

posts rather than beams.

The east-west ditch was not fully exposed due to the confines of the trench, but could be

seen to be narrower than the north south ditch at around 1m. Its profile was more U-shaped

with a slightly flattened bottom of around O.15m to O.20m width (Illustration 15b). The

cuts on the northern side of the ditch, 2008, and the southern edge, 2012, both had fairly

uniform slopes, although the cut on the southern side, 2012, was never fully exposed. The

fill of this ditch, 2009, was a compact brown gravely sand which could not be distinguished

from 2003 (the fill of the north south ditch). There was one lens within the fill of the ditch

(2009). This was a compact fine yellow sand deposit 2010, towards the top of the ditch

(llIustrations 15c and 16), similar in appearance to the spread, 2011, on the side of cut 2007

in the north-south ditch. The east-west ditch had been cut to the same depth as the north

south ditch and this, combined with the uniformity of the fills 2009 and 2003, means that the

subdivision between there fills is in fact arbitrary

The relationship of the two ditches at the intersection is not clear. It is uncertain if they were

cut at the same time or if one predates the other. The near total uniformity of the fill makes

it impossible to determine any relationships based upon differences in the fills. The picture

from the relationships between the cuts is not much clearer. As can be seen from

Illustration 13 the east west ditch appears to be too long and cuts into the eastern side of

the north south ditch. This does suggest that they were either not cut at the same time or

recutting was undertaken to clean the ditches but it does not clarifY which is the earlier.

Romall/illds

A total of 9 sherds of pottery were found within the fill of the ditches, all of which are

Romano-British (Appendix 4), and all, bar one, were found in the upper fill at the

intersection of the ditches. Outside of the ditch 2 sherds of Roman pottery were found in

200l/2. As well as the pottery 3 pieces of metal work were found in 2003 the ditch fill. The

metal work included a bronze brooch, Illustration 18, a bronze coin, Illustration 19, and a

heavily corroded iron object, possibly a nail. These metal objects were also found at the

intersection of the ditches.
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The pottery from the ditches included a sherd from a 2nd or 3rd century carinated bowl

(Illustration 20) and a sherd from a 2nd century flagon. In general the ceramics from this

area date to the 2nd or 3rd century. The coin and the brooch on the other hand both appear

to be 1st century. The brooch is a Hod Hill form dating from the mid 1st century

(Appendix 5). The coin is a Dupondus, but its condition meant that the identification is not

posative but the head may well be of Nero, dating it to mid 1st century (Appendix 6).

Post medievalfinds

There were only three finds of a post medieval date, all recovered from 2001, the plough

soil. Two of them were small fragments of red ceramic building material either brick or tile.

The other piece was a small metal charm, possibly a child's toy, which depicted an oriental

figure. This was made of a soft thin metal and appeared to be relatively modem.

6.0 INTERPRETATION AJ~ DISCUSSION

6.1 Background to the Brickwork Pattern Field System

The enclosure at Scrooby Top lies in the heart of the brickwork pattern field systems of

South Yorkshire and North Nottinghamshire. The term brickwork was first applied to these

field systems by Derrick Riley who identitied and mapped them during an extensive air

photographic survey of the area undertaken between 1974 and 1980 (Riley 1980). These

field system consist of long parallel boundary ditches, mainly running east west around 70m

to 100m apart. These strips are separated up into fields by short cross ditches which divide

up the long strips. Work by Unwin (1983) and Deegan (1996) has noted an apparent

relationship between the orientation of the field systems and rivers. Unwin has suggested

that rivers acted as major boundaries and as a consequence there can be changes in the

orientation of field lines at rivers. Deegan has related the orientation of the field systems to

rivers suggesting the field strips generally run perpendicular between the major rivers. As

the main rivers run north-south the field strips run east-west. There can be local deviations

at the approach to a river to allow the field strips to meet the river at right angles taking

account ofloca! variations in the rivers path.

It has been argued (Branigan 1989) that the brickwork fields were laid out under the control

of a small elite, citing their uniformity and spread as evidence, while Degaan (1996) has

argued that the relationship of the field strips to rivers suggests a different origin. She feels

that groups of 4 or 5 field strips were oriented and therefore constructed together on river

alignments precluding the idea of preplanned networks of land divisions. This could result

from different groups co-operating over a system of land division or from individual groups
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moving around the landscape as land become exhausted. She goes on to note that there is

evidence for overlapping of strips and alterations to the system which she argues suggests

there are subdivisions within the system that support her case against a planned system. The

excavations at Dunston's Clump (Garton 1987) looked at some of the field ditches and

produced evidence for changes to the system over time. It was found that not all the field

ditches were contemporary, but a sequence which could not all have existed at the same

time. Later ditches were smaller and did not show as cropmarks, these may have been used

in conjunction with fences or hedges.

Riley (1980) noted straight away the relationship between the spread of brickwork pattern

fields and the Bunter sandstone. Wilson (1987) questioned whether this pattern reflected the

original spread of field or was the result of preservation and observability. He noted that

cropmarks are observable on the limestone to the west of the bunter sandstone but no

brickwork pattern fields are observable in this area.

One of the most difficult questions to answer about the brickwork field system has been the

date of their origin. Riley (1980) noted that the Roman road from Lincoln to Doncaster cut

through some field strips at Rossington, which Wilson (1987) saw as definite evidence for a

pre-roman origin, but Branigan (1989) and Garton (1987) have suggested that the fields cut

by the Roman road are nucleated and not brickwork. Although related, Branigan has argued

the nucleated field plan is earlier and sees a late I st or early 2nd century AD origin for the

brickwork pattern fields.

Within the brickwork field system lie a number of enclosures, dating evidence for these has

come from excavations. A series of trial trenches were cut through enclosure ditches within

the brickwork field system by Samules and Mayas part of Riley's study (Samules and May

1980). These produced Romano-British pottery mainly from the 2nd and 3rd centuries.

Since this work there have been a few further excavations on cropmark enclosures in the

area. These have produced Romano-British material in the main but a few pieces oflate Iron

Age pottery have been recovered from Dunston's Clump (Garton 1987) and Bellmoor

Quarry (Cox and Hurcombe 1989), though in the later case the Iron Age material was

unstratified. The Romano-British material from Dunston's Clump dated from the 1st to 3rd

centuries AD while that from Bellmoor quarry was fro the 2nd to 4th centuries AD.

Unfortunately the enclosure at Bellmoor Quarry could not be related to the brickwork field

system directly, neither could the sites at Chainbridge Lane (Eccles et al 1988) or Menagerie

Wood (Garton et al 1988). These two site only produced Romano-British pottery the

former from the 1st to 3rd centuries AD and the later from the 2nd to 4th centuries AD.

One isolated Celtic coin was recovered from Chainbridge Lane but it could not be related to
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any features. Degaan (1996) has suggested that some of the enclosures within the field

system may predate the layout of the fields, others are contemporary with the fields and

others could have been constructed once the fields were laid out. Unwin (1983) has argued

that the area suffered a major population decline after 4th century AD, with the

abandonment of the system.

Branigan (1989) has argued that the enclosures were low status, occupied by tenant farmers

or tied labourers who worked the land, and sees the relatively few fine wares at Dunstons

Clump, Leary in Garton (1988) as evidence for this. The pottery from Bellmoor Quarry was

also not particularly good and Cox and Hurcombe (1989) suggested that this may also have

been a low status site. Branigan sees the status of the settlement sites tied to the economic

system acting within them. Given the low population densities implied by the number of

enclosures and the perceived difficulties of farming the soils, which would require manuring

and suffer from a moisture deficit for part of the year, he believes the majority of land use

would be animal husbandry. The excavations at Menagrie Wood (Garton 1988) produced

economic evidence relating to both arable and pastural activities. The bones of both sheep

and cattle were recovered (including a foetal lamb) as were seeds and evidence for grain

processing. With the latter, only the later stages of grain processing could be demonstrated,

which did not confirm grain production, but cereal nodes from stems were recovered

confirming the presence of straw on site which was unlikely to be transported over long

distances. Garton (1987) has argued that the economy at Dunston's Clump was probably

predominantly pastoral, noting that there would be problems with the local soil requiring

high levels of manure to support arable farming. She noted that the implied density of

occupation was similar to the recent past when sheep husbandry was important and that it

would appear that the most likely agricultural economy would be based on sheep production.

6.2 Scrooby Top

The site at Scrooby Top is a sub-rectangular single ditched enclosure, within the brickwork

pattern field system. Its plan from air photography is typical of the single sub-rectangular

enclosures that make up Riley's (1980) Group 1 enclosure type. It shows as an extremely

strong cropmark as can be seen from a photograph taken by Paul Scoley of Rotherham Sand

and Gravel from ground level (Illustration 21). Most recent excavations of enclosures

within the brickwork pattern field system have been undertaken on clusters of enclosures.

This makes direct comparison to the published material problematicaL Evidence from the

main enclosure ditch suggests that there may have been recutting of the main ditch, which is

known from other sites such as Menagrie Wood (Garton et al 1988) and Dunstons Clump

(Garton 1987).
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The material recovered from Scrooby Top shows the site was in use from the 1st century

AD probably through to the 3rd or 4th century AD. The one piece of pottery from the

bottom of the field ditch intersection in Trench 2 suggests the origin of the use of the field

ditches may lie in the late Ist century BC or early 2nd century AD, but no material from the

enclosure predates the late 1st century AD. This suggests that the enclosure may possibly

have been constructed significantly later than the fields, which would argue against a planned

laying out of the system over a short period of time as Branigan (1989) has suggested. This

could have significant implications for the implied social organisation of the area in the early

Romano-British period.

The enclosure ditch produced an assemblage of typical Roman Greywares, while one piece

of eroded Samian was recovered from inside the enclosure. The pottery recovered appears

to suggest a fairly low status site, which has also been suggested for other enclosures in the

brickwork pattern field system (Branigan 1989 and Cox and HurcombeI989). But the coin

and the brooch recovered from the field ditch are unusual in that few finds are known from

the field ditches and certainly very few artifacts of this quality. This lack of known finds may

in part be the result of the relatively small quantity of work undertaken on field ditches in

general. Although not unknown this far north the main distribution of Hod Hill brooches of

the type found is in south Britain where they are common. Whether of local manufacture or

brought into the area, this piece as well as the fragment of Saimian suggest cultural contacts

over a wide area.

The nature of the field ditches at Scrooby Top is unusual particularly the north-south ditch

with the slot cut into it, as ditches within the brickwork field systems are usually V-shaped.

The reason for this unusual ditch type may well lie with the specifics of the soils at this

location. The very loose sand under the thin gravel layer may have been unable to sustain

the ditch, therefore a palisade was also constructed to preserve the boundary. But the

combination of unusual ditch structure with finds of a brooch and a coin may suggest that

this ditch is not typical of the known ditches in the brickwork field system.

The field ditches showed up very clearly in the air photograph, U1ustration 22, which is

probably due to the different underlying soil conditions. The gravel subsoil in the area of

Trench 2 producing more positive cropmarks than the sand subsoil in the area of Trench 1.

This can also be seen on the geophysical survey, Illustration 3. It appears that the boundary

between the sandy subsoil and the gravel subsoil can be distinguished, the later showing up

as lighter areas on the air photograph and the hypothesised boundary between the two

subsoils is marked on Illustration 22.
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The most difficult question to answer is the function of the enclosure. Since no internal

structures were identified in the evaluation trenching it is impossible to say if buildings once

stood inside the enclosure. In light of the number of artifacts recovered it would appear

likely that the enclosure was occupied, but the nature of this occupation has yet to be

clarified. As is typical on the soils on the Bunter Sandstone preservation of bones was poor,

only 20 fragments were recovered and the majority of these were unidentifiable. All the

identifiable bone was recovered from the plough soil so this material could dated from any

period and is therefore of no value in interpreting the economy of the enclosure. This

therefore does not provide confirmation of refutation of interpretations of the brickwork

pattern field systems as mainly supporting a pastoral economy during this period (Garton

1987 and Branigan 1989).

The enclosure at Scrooby Top appears to be a small settlement enclosure within the

brickwork pattern field system. Significant quantities of pottery were recovered which

showed the main occupation of the site is Romano-British. At present the nature of the

economic activities in the site and the internal layout of the enclosure are unknown, but the

site has produced evidence for the dating of the origins ofthe brickwork pattern field sytems

and associated enclosures that may have implications for their social organisation and origin.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation trenching of the enclosure at Scrooby Top was undertaken with the general

aim of gathering sufficient information to establish presence/absence, character, extent, state

of preservation and date of any archaeological deposits within the areas of the proposed

quarry extension. There were also two specific aims; to date the construction and use of the

enclosure and to determine the nature of the two possible ditches, identified on the

geophysical survey running east away from the entrance of the enclosure. Beyond this the

evaluation should aim to assess the importance of the site in terms of its local, regional and

national significance.

The trial trenching has established that the mam occupation of the site dates from the

Romano-British period. This was dated through the recovered material culture, both pottery

and metalwork. The possibility exists that the site may have an origin in the Late Iron Age,

but as this is based upon one sherd of pottery, that would require thin sectioning to confirm

the identification and date of, this is not certain. The level of finds recovered indicates that

the enclosure was occupied as a settlement.
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The archaeological potential of the site is good in particular aspects. The site has a well

preserved assemblage of pottery and copper alloy metal work. The main enclosure ditch

would appear to have the potential to produce information on its date of construction and

possible rebuilding, through preserved strategraphic relationships. The distribution of finds

within the enclosure may well indicate discrete activity areas within it. The field ditches are

well preserved in the area of gravel subsoils and offer the opportunity to undertake an

examination of their date of construction while the unusual construction of the north-south

ditch may, through further investigation, provide information as to the function of these

ditches beyond their basic use as boundaries.

The site, although only a small enclosure and two field ditches, appears to have significant

potential to aid the dating of the brickwork pattern field system and associated features

through its well preserved pottery assemblage. The nature of the enclosure, and the

relationship between it and the field system could provide a greater understanding of social

organisation and economy. These two factors in combination may allow a greater

understanding of the impact of Romanisation on the local society. These issues give the site

the potential to be of considerable local importance, which when placed in the context of

previous research, will extend to regional importance.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The evaluation trenching and earlier desk-based survey and geophysical survey have

produced evidence that shows a site of some regional importance lies within the extraction

area of the quarry extension. It is therefore necessary to undertake further archaeological

work prior to the development of the quarry progressing. There are two possible

approaches available, either a watching brief or excavation.

A watching brief would entail monitoring all soil stripping on the site and observation of the

removal of some of the upper sand and gravel deposits into which the archaeology is known

to cut. This would be undertaken with the aim of obtaining a plan of the archaeology and a

series of sections across the features identified. Problems with this approach are that the

recovery of finds from a watching brief is limited and relatively uncontrolled. Also on the

local soils visibility is variable and can be difficult thus taking more time to record which can

slowing down the stripping and extending the length of the watching brief. By their very

nature watching briefs tend to be open ended and are tied to the stripping process as it

proceeds.
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The excavation option entails excavating the site working to an agreed strategy. Normally

this requires the excavation of predetermined features or areas of the site. In this case due to

the previous work that has been undertaken on the site certain features would be targeted for

excavation in conjunction with a more exploratory strategy designed to investigate the inside

of the enclosure. The advantage of excavation is that it produces a far more comprehensive

understanding of the archaeology of the site. By its very nature excavation works to a more

fixed and predetermined time scale and strategy than a watching brief Its one disadvantage

is that it is generally more expensive than a watching brief

In this case the site, an enclosure within the brickwork pattern field systems of the east

midlands, falls with the research interests of some members of staff in the Archaeology

Department at the University of Sheffield, also the work would need to be undertaken during

the spring when the university undertakes training excavations in the area. With this in mind

it may be possible to undertake much of the work on the site as part of the departments

ongoing training and research program thus reducing the costs of the excavation option

considerably.

In light of the nature of the site and the potential information gained from the two possible

approaches the recommended strategy would be to excavate the site. Since the excavation

could be linked to ongoing training and research in the Department of Archaeology at the

University of Sheffield costs should not be excessive.

9.0 ARCHIVING

It is proposed that the finds and archive from the excavations be deposited in Retford

Museum.

10.0 COPYRIGHT

ARCUS will assign copyright to the developers upon written request, but retains the right to

be identified as the author of all project documentation and reports as defined in the

Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (Chapter IV, s.79).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

Rotherham Sand and Gravel Ltd. have obtained planning permission for a 2.5 ha. extension to

the existing quarry at Srcooby Top, Nottinghamshire. Conditions were placed upon the

planning consent requiring archaeological evaluation and mitigation, for which a brief was

issued, Appendix 1. A report was produced on the Phase I assessment, Archaeological

Evaluation ofScrooby Top Quarry Extension, Scrooby Top, Nottinghamshire, ARCUS 247.

This covered the Desk-Based Assessment, Fieldwalking, Geophysical Investigation and the

Walkover Survey. A Stage 2 Field Evaluation was included in the Phase 1 report

recommendations and had been noted in the original brief

The report on the Stage I Archaeological Evaluation identified an enclosure in the brickwork

pattern field system as the most important archaeological feature in the quarry extension area.

This is a sub-rectangular enclosure on the southern edge of the remaining brickwork pattern

field system. Neither geophysics or aerial photography has distinguished any features within

the enclosure. The geophysical survey results suggest that there may be two ditches that run

east from the enclosure entrance delineating a passage way up to it.

1.2 PROJECT AIMS

There is one general and two specific aims of the trial trenching program. These are:

• to gather sufficient information to establish presence/absence, character, extent, state of

preservation and date of any archaeological deposits within the areas of proposed

development

• to date the construction and use of the enclosure

• to determine the nature of the two possible ditches running east away from the entrance of the

enclosure

2.0 METHODOLOGY

The best approach to clarifY these points is to place a trial trench over the entrance to the

enclosure and the area immediately in front of it. This trench would measure 20m by 15m

with the long axis running east west. Illustrations 1 and 2, show the location of the

geophysical survey and the position of the trench within. All features would be exposed and
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recorded. Sections will be cut across the enclosure ditch paying particular attention to the

terminals. Where other types of features are identified these will be excavated according to an

explicit strategy. This will be aimed at excavating a representative sample of all types of

features identified, based on shape and size. At the same time it would be desirable to assess

the potential of the site for both artifactual and environmental preservation, and provide a

contingency for further analysis should preservation be good.

For the rest of the area a watching brief should be considered when the surface of the site is to

be stripped.

The methodology to be employed in the fieldwork is outlined below.

2.1 THE TRENCHING METHODOLOGY

2.1.1 Methodology for Machine-Assisted Trial Trenching

A JCB with an appropriate toothless ditching bucket will be employed to remove topsoil.

Earth moving activities will be strictly monitored at all times by a professional archaeologist.

Machining will cease at the top of the first archaeological horizon, or natural subsoil, if no

archaeological remains are discovered. The trench will be thoroughly cleaned by hand and

recorded. Archaeological features will be sample-excavated, to enable their date, nature,

extent and condition to be properly assessed. Sections will be cut across linear features, with

termini and intersections being targeted as of particular importance. A minimum 25% sample

of other feature types will be excavated. Half-sections of pits and post-holes will be drawn

prior to total excavation of the fill of these features. Emphasis will be placed upon gathering

data from uncontaminated primary deposits and dated deposit sequences. Features will be

drawn, photographed, and described on proforma cards. Colour transparencies and colour

print photographs will be taken before and after excavation. A final trench plan and

appropriate sections will be drawn.

Where deposits which show the potential for environmental evidence are exposed, a sampling

strategy will be employed, in consultation with the project palaeoenvironmental advisor, Dr

Paul Buckland. This will be undertaken with the aim of assessing the presence and .condition

of macro and micro fauna and flora within the deposits.

Areas which do not contain any archaeological deposits will be photographed and recorded as

being archaeologically sterile.
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2.1.2 Finds Collection Policy

Artefactual material will be collected according to an explicit sampling strategy. Material

which is obviously modern in date, and derived from unstratified contexts, will not be kept

unless it is of exceptional intrinsic interest. Preference will be given to the collection and

retention of stratified assemblages, from primary deposits.

Material discarded as a consequence of this policy will be described and quantified in the field.

This will involve basic analyses such as counting artefacts, and assigning finds to broad

categories, e.g. ceramic building material.

All other finds will be cleaned, marked, catalogued and packed in materials suitable for long

term storage. Appropriate tests and analyses will be undertaken as necessary, by qualified

archaeologists.

2.2 MONITORING OF FIELD EVALUATION WORK

Arrangements will be made between ARCUS and Ursilla Spence the Nottinghamshire County

Archaeological Officer to monitor site works at appropriate intervals. ARCUS will notifY the

curatorial archaeologist of any discoveries of archaeological significance so that additional

sites visits can be made, as necessary.

2.3 TIMETABLE AND STAFFING

Fieldwork can start once the crops are off the site and go ahead is given. Fieldwork should

take one week with a team of 4 people. A interim report will be available one week from

work on site finishing and the final report will be finished within 6 weeks of work on site

finishing. The trial trenching will be supervised by the Project Officer, Dr. Glyn Davies and

will be co-ordinated by the Project manager, Mr James Symonds.

3.0 REPORTING THE RESULTS OF THE FIELDWORK

3.1 THE PROJECT REPORT

The final report will be of standard ARCUS format and will contain:

1. National Grid reference of the site

11. Date and duration of fieldwork
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lit. Name of Project Manager and Project Officer

IV. Author of report, and report date

V A non-technical summary and introductory statement

VI A detailed account of the techniques employed during the project;

Vll. A detailed plan of the position and layout of the trial trench, related to fixed points.

Vl11 A full record of all artefactual material recovered or recorded;

IX Full analysis of all material recovered;

x Analysis of the nature and significance of material recovered or recorded;

Xl Examination of the results of the work in a regional context;

The full report will be completed by project staff in consultation with appropriate specialists.

It is understood that the report will be deemed to be in the public domain 6 months after its

receipt by the SMR.

3.2 THE PROJECT ARCHIVE

The project archive will be prepared In accordance with the requirements specified in

Management of Archaeological Projects, Appendix 3 (HBMC 1991) and in accordance with

the Guideline for the Preparation of Excavation Archives for Long Term Storage (UKIC

1990). The archive will contain:

i) a summary of the project;

ii) a guide to the archive

iii) the project design;

iv) the complete site archive, including all data, records and correspondence, produced during the

programme offieldwork;
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v) all artefactual and environmental material, appropriately indexed, conserved and packaged;

The archive will be prepared by the project staff and will be deposited at a suitable museum.

4.0 HEALTH & SAFETY

ARCUS adheres to the University of Sheffield Health & Safety Policy and observes the

recommendations of the SCAUM (Standing Conference of Archaeological Unit Managers)

Health & Safety Manual. A copy of the ARCUS Health and Safety Manual for

Archaeological Excavation is available upon request.

5.0 INSURANCE

ARCUS is fully insured as part of the University of Sheffield. The University currently

maintains insurance cover as follows;

Employers Liability

Professional Indemnity

6.0 COPYRIGHT

£10 million

£10 million

ARCUS will assign copyright to the developers upon written request, but retains the right to

be identified as the author of all project documentation and reports as defined in the

Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (Chapter IV, s.79).

7.0 VARIAnONS CLAUSE

Variations to the brief and agreed specifications will only be made by prior agreement between

all appropriate parties.
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12 1002 e:eneral brick/tile 4 frae:ments oost med

13 1002 general glass
,

fragments of vessalglass ?J

14 1002 general bone 7 medium/large mammal long ?

bone shaft fragments

14 1002 e:eneral bone 5 unidentified fragments "
14 1002 general bone I long bone fragment, small "

mammal

15 1002 e:eneral clay oioe 1 stem fra.gment oost med

15 1002 oeneral brick/tile 3 fraoments post med

15 1002 e:eneral Iron 2 nails, hand made ?

16 1002 e:eneral sIae: 4 small fragments of iron slag ?

17 1002 e:eneral bone 2 unidentified fra.gments "
17 1002 general bone 1 burnt unidentified fragment "
18 1002 e:eneral stone 1 fire craked burnt stone "
18 1002 general brick/tile 2 small fragments ?

18 1002 e:eneral slae: 1 small piece of oorous slae: ?

19 1002 E112-114 ceramic 1 nm greyware Roman

N100-102

20 1002 E108-110 brick/tile 1 fragment ?

N100-102

21 1002 EI 14-1 16 ceramic I body sherd, dark purple brown post med

N100-102 outer glaze, pale yellow brown

inner glaze

22 1002 E114-116 ceramic I rim sherd greyware Roman

N100-102

23 1002 EI07-109 ceralll1c I body sherd, coarse heavily post med"

NIOO-I02 inclusioned fabric, purple

brown outer !!laze

24 1002 EI07-109 ceramic 2 small frags of fired ceramic "
NIOO-I02 material

25 1002 EI05-107 ceramic 1 body sherd greyware Roman

N100-102

26 1002 E105-107 brick/tile 3 fragments ?

NIOO-102

27 1002 EI05-107 bone 2 vertibrae epiphysial plates, "
NIOO-I02 sheeo size
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27 1002 £105-107 bone 1 radius shaft frag (5 pieces, ?

N100-I02 modem break) sheep size

28 1002 £ 105-107 ceramIc 1 fragment of fired ceramic ?

NIOO-I02 material

29 1002 £105-107 slag 2 small fragments of porous slag ?

NIOO-I02

30 1002 £105-107 brick/tile
,

small fragments post med-'

N100-102

31 1002 £105-107 ceramIC 1 body sherd, greyware Roman

NI01-102

32 1002 £105-107 bone 1 long bone shaft fragment, ?

NIOI-I02 medium/large mammal

33 1002 £104-106 slag 4 small fragments of porous slag ?

N102-104

34 1003 £110 ceramIc 1 base sherd greyware Roman

NI16

35 1003 £98-100 ceranuc 1 body sherd greyware Roman

NI14-116

36 1003 £100-102 ceramIc 1 body sherd Roman

N114-116

36 1003 £100-102 ceramIc I body sherd samian (central Roman

N114-116 Gaulish?)

37 1003 £100-102 charcoal 2 fragments ?

NI J4-116

38 1003 £102-104 ceranuc 1 rim sherd from jar, grey fabric Roman

N1l4-116

39 1003 £104-106 ceranuc I rim sherd greyware, jar Roman

N114-116

spit I

39 1003 £104-106 ceramic I rim sherd greyware, jar Roman

N1l4-116

spit 1

39 1003 £104-106 ceramIc 1 base sherd, core fabric grey Roman

N 114-116 with red zones either side iner

spit I surface dark grey

39 1003 £ l04-106 ceramIC 1 body sherd greyware Roman

N114-116

spit I
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39 1003 El04-106 ceramIc I small body sherd grey ware, Roman

N114-l16 posible rusticated decoration

spit I

40 1003 E I04-106 ceramIc I rim sherd burnished, greyware Roman

N114-116

spit 2

40 1003 EI04-106 ceramIc 1 small rim sherd burnished~ Roman

NII4-116 greyware

spit 2

40 1003 EI04-106 ceramIc 2 body sherds rusticated Roman

NI 14-1 16 greyware

spit 2

40 1003 £104-106 ceramIc 1 bodysherd, thick walled sliped Roman

Nl 14-116

spit 2 ,

40 1003 £104-106 ceramIc
,

small body sherd burnished Roman-'

N114-116

spit 2

40 1003 £104-106 ceramic 1 body sherd, core grey fabric Roman

N114-116 with darker grey zone either

spit 2 side

41 1003 £104-106 ceramIc I rusticated body sherd greyware Roman

Nl14-Il6 (5 pieces hit by trowel, restuck)

spit 3

41 1003 £104-106 ceramIc 1 rim sherd, red grey fabric Roman

N114-116

spit 3

41 1003 EI04-106 ceramIc 1 rim sherd greyware, everted Roman

N114-116

spit 3

41 1003 £104-106 ceramIc 1 body sherd, grey fabric darker Roman

N114-116 zones either side

spit 3

41 1003 El04-106 ceramIc I body sherd, grey core red grey Roman

N114-116 zones either side, surface grey

spit 3 slip
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41 1003 £104-106 ceramIc 1 body sherd, grey fabric dark Roman

N114-116 grey surface slip?

spit 3

41 1003 £104-106 ceramIc 1 small fragment, red grey fabric Roman

N114-116

spit 3

42 1003 £104-106 charcoal? 4 fragments ?

N114-116

spit 3

43 1003 £105 Nl16 ceramIc 1 rim sherd, grey fabric coarse Roman

ware

44 1003 £105-106 ceramIc 1 body sherd, red fabric, red post med

N115-116 brown glaze

45 1003 £106-108 ceramIc I body sherd, grey fabric coarse Roman

N114-116 ware, buff ourt surface

45 1003 £106-108 ceramIc I body sherd greyware Roman

N114-116

45 1003 £106-108 ceramIc 1 body sherd, dalesware? Roman

N114-116

46 1003 £106-108 ceramIc 2 small lumps fired clay, pot or ?

N114-116 daub

47 1004 £108 NI15 flint 1 small flint flakelblade prehistori

c

48 1007 £105-106 ceramIc I small body sherd highly eroded ?

N114-116

49 1002 Box Ex ceramIc I Green glaze body sherd C14th/c15

th

50 1002 Box Ex ceramIc I .greware body sherd Roman

51 1002 Box Ex ceramIc I Fired clay, Brick? ?

52 1002 Box Ex Iron I square headed nail ?

Trench 2

ha context area material number description date

2 2001 general brick/tile 2 fragments post med

6 2001 .general metal I small metal "budda" modern
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1 200112 general ceramic 2 greyware base sherds, fit Roman

together

3 2002 general ceramiC I post med

4 2003 general Iron 1 possible nail ?

55 2003 general brooch 1 Hod Hill type roman bronze Roman

brooch

56 2003 general com I bronze/copper dupondius Roman

5 2003 general ceramic I rim sherd greyware burnished Roman

5 2003 general ceramic 1 body sherd coarse grevware Roman

5 2003 general ceramic 1 everted rim sherd greyware Roman

burnished?

5 2003 general ceramics 1 everted nm sherd coarse Roman

oreyware

5 2003 general ceramics I body sherd greyware Roman

5 2003 general ceramics 3 body sherd coarse greyware Roman

5 2003 oeneral ceramic 1 body sherd, grey white fabric Roman

53 2009 general ceramic ] body sherd orevware Roman

54 2014 .general ceralTIlc 1 Base sherd Roman
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APPENDIX 4 - Roman Pottery

Assistance with the identification and dating of the Roman Pottery was provided by Dr Paul

Buckland.

Jll baR context no. description date

11 1002 I rim sherd, heavily eroded, grey fabric C2nd to C4th

11 e 19 1002 I rim Derbyshire ware, Antonine onwards C2nd to C4th

lIc 22 1002 1 rim sherd greyware C2nd to C4th

25 1002 1 body sherd greyware C2nd to C4th

31 1002 I body sherd, greyware C2nd to C4th

50 1002 1 body sherd greyware C2nd to C4th

The material from 1002 is a mixed bag of later Roman ceramics.

Jll ditch bag context no description date

fill

12a 34 1003 1 base sherd greyware (3 pieces modem break) C2nd to C4th

35 1003 1 body sherd greyware C2nd to C4th

36 1003 I body sherd C2nd to C4th

12b 36 1003 I body sherd Samian, central Gaulish, form 37 mid to late C2nd

38 1003 1 rim sherd from jar, grey fabric local C2nd to C4th

production

45 1003 1 body sherd, grey fabric coarse ware, buff ourt C2nd to C4th

surface

45 1003 I body sherd greyware C2nd to C4th

45 1003 1 body sherd, coarse black fabric late Clst to

C2nd?

X 39 1003 1 rim sherd carinate bowl, .grey fabric C2nd to C3th

lib X 39 1003 1 rim sherd greyware, jar C2nd to C4th

X 39 1003 I base sherd, core fabric grey with red zones C2nd to C4th

either side iner surface dark grey

X 39 1003 1 body sherd greyware C2nd to C4th

X 39 1003 1 small body sherd grey ware, posible rusticated C2nd?

decoration
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X 40 1003 I small rim sherd burnished? greyware C2nd to C4th

X 40 1003 2 body sherds rusticated greyware mid C2nd

X 40 1003 I bodvsherd, thick walled sliped C2nd to C4th

X 40 1003 ~ small body sherd burnished C2nd to C4th~

X 40 1003 I body sherd, core grey fabric with darker grey C2nd to C4th

zone either side

12c X 41 1003 I rusticated body sherd greyware (5 pieces hit C2nd up to

bv trowel, restuck), C2nd up to 160 AD 160A.D.

lId X 41 1003 I rim sherd, red and grey fabric C2nd to C4th

X 41 1003 1 rim sherd greyware, everted late C1st to early

C2nd

X 41 1003 I body sherd, grey fabric darker zones either C2nd to C4th

side

X 41 1003 1 body sherd, grey core red grey zones either C2nd to C4th

side, surface grey slip

X 41 1003 1 bodv sherd, grey fabric darkgrev surface slip? C2nd to C4th

X 41 1003 I small fragment, red grev fabric C2nd to C4th

lla X 43 1003 I rim sherd, grey fabric coarse ware late C1st to mid

C2nd

Although recorded as coming from 1003 the material marked with an X carne from the area

that was later reinterpreted as containing the enclosure ditch and therefore probably came

from context 1007, these have not been reasigned to 1007 since to do so would require a

degree of certaincy that does not exist.

The finds from 1003, excluding those from the ditch fill, are a mixed bag of mainly 2nd to

4th century Roman greywares. Since these could not be related to archaeological features

and only a small area of the inside of the enclosure was excavated little can be made of the

date or spatial distribution of them, although Illustration 9 shows a higher concentration of

pottery inside than outside of the enclosure. The majority of finds from the ditch fill came

from the upper fill, between 0.5m amd 1.0m below ground surface. No pottery was

recovered from the ditch at depth, although 2 small lumps of fired clay, possibly daub, were

recovered from the base of the ditch.

Of the 20 pieces that probably came from the upper ditch fill 14 could only be dated as

coming from the 2nd to 4th centuries. There were four pieces that could be assigned to the

2nd century and two that date from the late 1st to mid 2nd century. The earlier pieces were

recovered from deeper in the ditch fill though still relatively high up. This suggests that the
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infilling of the ditch must have oceured post 2nd century though it could have been much

later, Since no pieces were definately dated to post the 2nd century it is possible that the

ditch infilling oceured in the mid rather than late Roman period,

III baz context no. description date

20d I 2001/2 I 2 greyware base sherds, fit together, modern C2nd to C4th

damage

This one piece came out of the section while cutting back and could not be accurately

located.

III bag context no. descriTJtion date

5 2003 1 everted rim sherd greyware burnished C2nd to C3rd

20a 5 2003 1 everted rim sherd greyware C2nd to C3rd

20c 5 2003 1 bodv sherd carinated ,greyware C2nd to C3rd

5 2003 5 bodv sherd coarse grevware C2nd to C4th

20b 5 2003 I body sherd from a flagon in a grey white fabric C2nd

Generally the material from context 2003 appear to be 2nd to 3rd century Roman pottery

mainly Greywares. This material was from high up in the ditch fill and suggests a 2nd

century or later date for its infilling.

III baz context no. description date

53 2009 1 body sherd greyware C2nd to C4th

This was also from high up in the ditch fill and also gives a date for the infilling post 200

AD,

III baz context no. description date

20e 54 2014 I base sherd red fabric, possibly iron slag temper late Iron Age

early Romanry
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This was the only piece found at the bottom of the ditch and its date is uncertain but it is

probably slag tempered pottery from the East Riding of Yorkshire and would date from the

late Iron Age or early Roman periods
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APPENDLX 5 - Report on the Brooch

By Dr. David Dungworth (Department of Archaeology and Prehistory, University of

Sheffield)

This is a Hod Hill type bow brooch which would have been used in the first century AD.

Most of these brooches have been found in southern England

Description

This is an early Roman hinged bow brooch. It is 55mm long and consists of a head, a main

body and a foot and catch plate. Th brooch is damaged with some loss of metal from the

catch plate, pin and body and a bend and crack in the body.

The head of the brooch is simple and consists largely of the housing for the pin mechanism

The sheet metal of the head has been bent over to form a cylinder which holds an axial pin

which in tum holds the brooch pin in place. The foot is simple and undecorated and expands

slightly towards the bottom Behind this is the catch plate.

The surviving potion of the body comprises a trapezium with the longitudinal sides

converging towards the head of the brooch. The degree of moulded decoration on the body

is relatively slight compared to many other Hod Hill brooches. A side knob survives on the

left hand side towardsthe bottom ofthe body. Another would have been present on the right

hand side but is now lost A second pair may have originally been present towards the top of

the body but no sign of them survives. A central longitudinal moulding consists od a groove

2mm wide with a central milled ridge. A single lateral moulding runs between the body and

the foot of the brooch.

The body of the brooch would have been made from a brass ( typically 18% zinc; 2% tin;

0.5%lead; remainder copper) but this example has not been analysed. Most of the front of

the brooch is decorated with a silvery surface (which could be tin- or silver- rich). Two

panels either side of the central longitudinal moulding appear to be free from silver plating

and this may have formed an original part of the decorative scheme with the two colour

contrast (yellow brass and silver).

This form of the brooch is most similar to Hull's type B which he suggests is later than some

other types, i.e. Claudio-Neronian rather than Claudian (Hawkes & Hull 1947). A later date

for this particular brooch would fit with its provenance, somewhat to the north of the main

concentration.
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Most Hod Hill brooches have been found in southern Britain and they are relatively rare in

the North. Nevertheless Hod Hill brooches have been discovered at Dragonby ( including

those with simple trapeziform bows and limited decoration) Further North, Hod Hill

brooches become extremely rare: the example from Dod Law being the most northerly so far

identified.

Hawkes, C.F.C. & M.R. Hull, (1947) Camnlodllnllm: First Report on the Excavations at

Colchester. London: Society of Antiqaries. pp 323-325
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APPENDIX 6 - Report on the coin

From notes by Julian Parsons (Sheffield City Museums)

The coin is a copper alloy Roman coin. The legend on both sides is now gone. From the

size and portrait it seems to be a Dupondius (this puts it pre AD 200). The imperial portrait

is laureate and clean shaven. Most emperors c.AD 100-200 were bearded.

It is a Dupondius of a I st century emperor presumably post conquest. The portrait bears

resemblance to a young Nero c.AD 60.

This fits in with the dating of the brooch.
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APPENDIX 7 - Levels on Illustration 5

Number Height mAOD Number Height mAOD

I 22.06 26 21.16

2 21.52 27 213

3 21.81 28 21.21

4 21.51 29 21.13

5 2136 30 20.4

6 21.55 31 20.93

7 22.02 32 20.88

8 21.59 ~~ 20.98~~

9 21.51 34 20.89

10 21.16 35 20.92

II 20.94 36 20.99

12 20.92 37 21.27

13 20.34 38 21.02

14 2l.l2 39 21.01

15 20.95 40 21.26

16 20.94 41 20.75

17 20.44 42 20.77

18 21.5 43 20.75

19 21.11 44 20.99

20 21.09 45 20.95

21 21.45 46 21.0

22 2135 47 20.93
?~ 21.l 48 20.94-~

24 2l.l 49 21.01

25 21.35 50 21.33
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